The Smith-Waterman algorithm for local sequence alignment is one of the most important t e c hniques in computational molecular biology. This ingenious dynamic programming approach w as designed to reveal the highly conserv ed fragments by discarding poorly conserved initial and terminal segments. Ho w ever, the existing notion of local similarity has a serious aw: it does not discard poorly conserv edintermediate segments. The Smith-Waterman algorithm nds the local alignment with maximal score but it is unable to nd local alignment with maximum degree of similarity (e.g., maximal percent o f m a t c hes). Moreover, there is still no e cient algorithm that answers the follo wing natural question: do tw o sequences share a (su ciently long) fragment with more than 70% of similarity? As a result, the local alignment sometimes produces a mosaic of wellconserved fragments arti cially connected by poorlyconserv ed or ev en unrelated fragmen ts. This may l e a d to problems in comparison of long genomic sequences and comparative gene prediction as recently poin ted out by Zhang et al., 1999 33]. In this paper we propose a new sequence comparison algorithm (normalized local alignment) that reports the regions with maximum degree of similarity. The algorithm is based on fractional programming and its running time is O(n 2 log n). In practice, normalized local alignment is only 3-5 times slow er than the standard Smith-Waterman algorithm.
BACKGROUND
Gene prediction in human genome often amounts to using related proteins from other species as clues for nding exon-intron structures (Gelfand et . In this new approac h, h uman genes are predicted based on other (e.g., mouse) un-annotated genomic sequences. The idea of this method is that similarity betw een nucleotide sequences of related human and mouse exons is 85% on average, while similarity b e t ween introns is 35% on average. This observ ation motivates the following simple approach: use local alignment algorithm (Smith and Waterman, 1981 27] ) to nd the most similar segments in human and mouse genomic sequences and use these fragments as potential exons at the further stages.
Unfortunately, this approach faces serious di culties. Smith-Waterman algorithm was developed 20 years ago for a di erent problem and it is not well suitable for sequence comparison at genomic scale. Surprisingly enough, w e still don't have an e cient algorithm that nds the local alignment with the best degree of sequence similarity. The following example illustrates this point.
It is well-kno wn that the statisticalsigni cance of the local alignment depends on both its score and length (Altsc hul and Ericson, 1986 3], 1988 4]). Ho w ev er, the score of a local alignment is not normalized over the length of the matching region. As a result, a local alignment with score 1,000 and length 10,000 (long alignment) will be chosen over a local alignment with score 998 and length 1,000 (short alignment), although the latter one is probably more important biologically. Moreover, if the corresponding alignment paths overlap, the more biologically important \short" alignment won't be detected even by suboptimal sequence alignment algorithm (shadow e ect). Another unfortunate property of the Smith-Waterman algorithm is that it was designed to exclude non-similar initial and terminal fragments in sequence alignment but it was not designed to exclude non-similar internal fragments. This aw with Smith-Waterman local similarity approach ( Figure  1 ) leads to inclusion of arbitrarily poor internal fragments (mosaic e ect). As a result, applications of the Smith-Waterman algorithm to comparison of related genomes (particularly with short introns as C. elegans and C. briggsae) may lead to problems (Zhang et al., 1999 33] ).
The attempts to x the problem of mosaic e ect undertaken by Goad and Kanehisa, 1982 17] (who introduced alignment with minimal mismatch density) and Sellers, 1984 25] did not lead to successful algorithms and were later abandoned. The mosaic e ect was rst analyzed by W ebb Miller (personal communication) and led to some studies trying to x this problem at the post-processing stage (Huang et al., 1994 18] , Zhang et al., 1999 33] ). Zhang et al., 1999 33] proposed to decompose a local alignment i n to sub-alignments that avoid the mosaic e ect. However, the post-processing approach m a y miss the alignments with the best degree of similarity if the Smith-Waterman algorithm missed them. As a result, highly similar fragments may be ignored if they are not parts of larger alignments dominating other local similarities. Another approach t o xing the problems with the Smith-Waterman algorithm is based on the notion of X-drop, a r e g i o n w i t h i n a n a l i g nment that scores below X. The alignments that contain no X-drops are called X-alignments. Although Xalignments are expensive to compute in practice, Altschul et al., 1997 5] and Zhang et al., 1998 32] used some heuristics for searching databases with this approach. Other attempts to x the problem of mosaic e ect involve modi cations of the local alignment algorithm that allow insertions of very long gaps.
Another de ciency of the local alignment w as recently revealed by Alexandrov and Solovyev, 1998 2] . They asked if the Smith-Waterman algorithm correctly nds the most biologically adequate relative i n a b e n c hmark sample of di erent protein families. The answer to this question was negative, and Alexandrov and Solovyev, 1998 2] \blamed" it on the fact that the Smith-Waterman algorithm does not take i n to account the length of the alignment. They proposed to normalize the alignment score by its length and demonstrated that this new approach leads to better protein classi cation. However, computing normalized scores in alignments may b e v ery expensive when there is a constraint on length.
The idea of normalization has been studied in the context of edit distances where the objective is a minimization de ned over the set of sequence of edit operations transcribing one string to the other of the two given strings. We m a y think of adapting similar solutions to normalized local alignment problem where the objective is to reveal local similarities by maximizing the scores among the substrings of the original strings. The algorithm developed by Marzal and Vidal, 1993 19] computes the normalized edit distance between two given strings. The normalized edit distance problem seeks for a sequence of edit operations with minimum amortized weight, i.e. the total weight divided by t h e n umberof edit operations. The algorithm in 19] uses dynamic programming to compute the minimum edit distances for all lengths. Similarly, we can modify the SmithWaterman local alignment algorithm ( 27] In this paper, we propose a new practical algorithm that produces local alignment with maximum degree of similarity b y extending the ideas presented in 7] and 8].
To re ect the length of the local alignment in scoring, the score s(I J ) of local alignment i n volving substrings I and J may be adjusted by dividing s(I J ) by the total length of the aligned regions: s(I J )=(jIj + jJj).
The normalized l o cal alignment problem is to nd substrings I and J that maximize s(I J )=(jIj + jJj) among all substrings I and J with jIj + jJj T, where T is a threshold for the minimal overall length of I and J. For the same problem with no restriction on overall length, the answer would be short substrings that are not biologically meaningful (in this case normalized score is maximized by a single match). We u s e a slightly different objective to normalized alignment. We aim to maximize s(I J )=(jIj + jJj + L) f o r a g i v en parameter L . Our purpose is to provide a way o f c o n trol over the degree of normalization by v arying L, and at the same time still being able to use fractional programming technique for fast computation. The inclusion of an arbitrarily poor region in an alignment (Zhang et al., 1999) . If a region of negative s c o r e ;X is sandwiched between two regions scoring more than X, then the Smith-Waterman algorithm will join the three regions into a single alignment t h a t m a y not be biologically adequate. We call each such path an alignment path since tracing the arcs of p, and performing the corresponding edit operations in ai a k , we obtain the segment bj b l as follows : for a horizontal arc ((u v ; 1) (u v)), insert bv immediately before au for a vertical arc ((u ; 1 v ) (u v)) delete au for a mismatching diagonal arc ((u ; 1 v ; 1) (u v)), substitute bv for au. In the context of sequence alignment, insertions (horizontal arcs) and deletions (vertical arcs) are both called indels, and the names match, and mismatch, are used to refer to matching diagonal, and mismatching diagonal arcs.
The objective of sequence alignment is to quantify the similarity b e t ween two strings. There are various scoring schemes for this purpose. In one simple such method, the arcs of G a b have w eights determined by positive r eals (mismatch penalty) and (indel or gap penalty) as shown in Figure 2 . We assume that a match has a score of 1, a mismatch penalty i s , and an indel has a penalty o f . Existence of an alignment path with a large total weight b e t ween the vertices (i ;1 j ;1) and (k l) indicates a high similarity b e t ween the segments ai a k and bj b l .
For clarity of exposition, we assume this simple scoring scheme in setting up the de nitions. We address the issue of extending the results to more complex scoring schemes in the next section.
We s a y that (x y z) i s a n alignment vector for ai a k and bj b l , if there is an alignment path between the vertices (i ; 1 j ; 1) and (k l) i n G a b with x matches, y mismatches, and z indels. In Figure 2 , (3 1 4) Similarly we c a l l ( x y z) a n alignment vector if it is an alignment vector for some pair ai a k and bj b l . We de ne AV (a b) as the set of all alignment v ectors, over all i k and j l. An alignment v ector (x y z) has a score de ned by , and :
SCORE(x y z) = x ; y; z
The maximum score between segments ai a k and bj b l is the score of an alignment v ector whose score is the maximum among all the alignment v ectors between these two sequences.
In this paper, we denote by P the optimum value of problem P . Local Alignment ( LA) problem seeks for two segments with the highest similarity score:
Let LENGTHL(ai a k b j b l ) = ( k ; i + 1 ) + ( l ;
Normalized Local Alignment ( NLA) problem seeks for two segments ai a k and bj b l for which the normalized score is the highest among all possible pairs of segments as expressed below: (1), (2), (4), and (5) we express the objective o f t h e NLA problem in the domain of alignment v ectors as Figure 3 shows some possible problem cases for LA for which NLA discriminates an alignment with higher percent matches from the one determined by the LA problem. Part (i) includes an example for the mosaic e ect, and parts (ii), and (iii) h a ve examples with nonoverlapping and overlapping alignments respectively. F or L < 600 , in each case, the shorter alignment(s) with a score of 80 has a larger normalized score ( 80 200+L ) than the longer alignment which has a score of 120 (whose normalized score is 120 600+L
) .
The local and normalized alignment problems we h a ve de ned by stating their objectives are clearly optimization problems of linear functions over the same domain. In other words, using equations (1) and (5), and denitions (3) and (6) uses the parametric method of an optimization technique known as fractional programming. The algorithm is applicable to optimization problems which i n volve a ratio of two functions over the same domain where the function in the denominator is assumed to be positive. The thesis of the parametric method applied to the case of alignment maximization problems implies that the optimal solution to NLA can be achieved via a series of optimal solutions of LA( ) for di erent . The central result is that
That is, an alignment vector a has the optimum normalized score i a is an optimal alignment v ector for the parametric problem LA( ) whose optimum value is zero. A proof of this essential property of the parametric method is given by Sniedovich, 1992 Dinkelbach algorithm for NLA problem is shown in Figure 4 . The algorithm starts with an initial value for and repeatedly solves LA( ). At each instance of the parametric problem, an optimal alignment vector (x y z) o f LA( ) yields a ratio (normalized score) for NLA. This new ratio is either equal to , i n w h i c h case it is optimum, or larger than . If it is equal to then the algorithm terminates. Note that in this case LA ( ) = 0 since the optimal alignment v ector of the last iteration has the normalized score . Otherwise, the ratio is taken to be the new value of and LA( ) i s solved again. When continued in this fashion, convergence to NLA is guaranteed. Another way to explain the behavior of the algorithm is as follows. It iteratively modi es the scores in such a w ay that the optimal nonnormalized local alignment under the set of converged scores is also the optimal normalized alignment under the original scores.
The parametric problem in this algorithm can be solved using the Smith-Waterman algorithm. An optimal alignment v ector (or alternatively its score and length values) needs to be computed along with optimal score for the parametric problem of the Dinkelbach algorithm. Position of an optimal alignment m a y also be desired. These can be done by extending the Smith-Waterman algorithm to include, at each e n try of the score matrix, information about the alignment v ector corresponding to an optimal alignment path which e n d s a t t h a t n o d e , a n d the starting node-position of the path. This additional information can be carried over and updated along with the optimal score updates without an increase in the asymptotic space and time complexity. The resulting space complexity o f solving NLA by this algorithm is O(m). The resulting time complexity is the product of the number of iterations and, the time complexity o f t h e Smith-Waterman algorithm. Although experimental results suggest that the number of iterations is small on average, no satisfactory theoretical average-case/worstcase bound for the growth of the number of iterations has been established.
We s h o w n e x t t h a t a p r o vably better time complexity r esult can be achieved by using Megiddo's technique based on an observation used in Arslan and E gecio glu, 2000 8] for the computation of normalized edit distance. Even though it does not seem feasible to precompute candidate values for the optimum value of NLA, w e can show that an e cient search (a binary search) for the optimum value is still possible by using the fact that any two distinct candidate values for NLA are not arbitrarily close to each other if the scores are rational. The resulting algorithm RationalNLA for the NLA problem with rational penalties is given in Figure 5 . The properties of RationalNLA can be used to prove the following theorem whose proof is omitted. Theorem 1. If algorithm A computes LA and obtains an optimal alignment vector with time complexity T(n m), t h e n NLA can be c omputed i n t i m e O(T(n m) log n) and using (asymptotically) the same space r equired by algorithm A provided t h a t and are r ational.
The Smith-Waterman algorithm can be used as algorithm A in RationalNLA to nd the local alignment v ectors and hence to solve the parametric local alignment problems invoked by RationalNLA. Therefore: the parametric LA problems in these algorithms can be formulated in terms of an LA problem, these algorithms can be modi ed so that they present a solution to NLA problem. Furthermore, if scores/penalties are rational, and solving a parametric problem and obtaining an optimal solution (alignment vector) take asymptotically the same time as that of the underlying LA algorithm, then the complexity results for RationalNLA of Theorem 1 hold. We address two particularly important cases of scoring schemes : a ne gap penalties, a n d arbitrary score matrices.
Sometimes insertion or deletion of a block of symbols called a gap is treated di erently than a stream of singlesymbol indels. A ne gap penalty for a gap of length k is + k where is a gap open penalty and is an indel penalty. In this case, we m a y use a 4-tuple (x y z g) to represent an alignment v ector with which the new component g is the number of gaps. For example, (3 1 4 2) is the alignment v ector for the alignment path shown in Figure  2 . The alignment v ector has two gaps one of which i s a single delete, and the other is a block of three inserts. The de nition of the length function LENGTHL does not change under this scoring scheme. The score of an alignment v ector can be rewritten as SCORE(x y z g) = x ; y; z ; g In some applications, score of a given operation varies depending on the individual symbols involved in the operation (e.g., protein sequence comparison). In this case, we m a y decide to de ne the alignment v ector such that it includes as a component frequency of each o p e ration. Let i;, ;i denote respectively the deletion and insertion of the ith symbol, and ij denote the substitution of the jth symbol for the ith symbol of the alphabet . For a given operation e, l e t se represent t h e score, and fe represent the frequency of this operation. One can verify that in both of these cases, a parametric LA problem can easily be formulated in terms of an LA problem under that particular scoring scheme, and our results hold.
IMPLEMENTATION AND TEST RE-SULTS
We h a ve c hosen to implement the Dinkelbach algorithm for NLA computation (a ne gap penalties) since this algorithm has a good performance in practice. We h a ve modi ed the Smith-Waterman algorithm (for a ne gaps) to obtain and carry along the alignment information through the nodes. In our implementation we have used LENGTHL value of the alignment vectors as a tie breaker. We select an alignment with the largest LENGTHL value in case there are more than one optimal alignments ending in the same node. That is, we favor the alignment with the largest LENGTHL value among the alignments with the same normalized score since for two alignments with the same normalized score, the one with larger LENGTHL value has the higher (non-normalized) score which m a y be preferred over others (The program can be obtained by contacting A.N.A.). In our tests, the algorithm never required more than 9 invocations of the Smith-Waterman algorithm, and in the majority of cases it took 3 ; 5 i n vocations to solve a single NLA problem.
Once optimal segments are found for one NLA problem, one may w ant to continue with more NLA computations after masking these segments in the two s equences. For this purpose, we have developed algorithm RepeatedDinkelbach. With each alignment b etween ai : : : a k and bj : : : b l , w e store a pair whose rst component is the alignment v ector (x y z g) and second component is the alignment position (i j k l) . We have used a queue Q to store alignments generated by the iterations of the Dinkelbach NLA algorithm so that a n e w NLA computation picks as the initial alignment the last alignment in Q which does not overlap with the alignment reported in the last iteration. This way we improve the average number of iterations per NLA computation. RepeatedDinkelbach continues generating alignments until no alignment whose normalized score is larger than a given threshold score T c a n b e f o u n d in unmasked regions of the sequences. This termination condition is easy to implement since the normalized scores are decreasing as they are reported. Another alternative w ould be to let the algorithm run until there remains no more alignments with positive score. We have also implemented a version of the algorithm which rst masks a set of regions as a pre-processing step. This allows us to explicitly stop the NLA computations at any time we want, and resume the computation of alignments from where it (almost) left using the second algorithm.
We have tested our algorithms with various values of L . We observe that if L is large we obtain alignments with high scores but low normalized scores, while if L is small then the resulting alignments have high normalized scores but they may be short and less interesting biologically. In other words, as the value of L increases our algorithm nds longer optimal alignments for a particular instance of the problem. It is di cult to determine a value for L which performs well in (almost) every case because a proper value is data-dependent. If the highest normalized score (with respect to the current value of L) belongs to an alignment that is too short to be biologically interesting then we need to increase the value of L to favor the longer (biologically interesting) alignments. For example for the alignments in Figure  3 , L has to be at least 600 so that the longer alignment wins over the shorter one. If alignments returned as optimal do not have su ciently high normalized scores then a smaller values of L should be tried. One needs to experiment v arious values for L for a particular instance of sequence alignment. Another way to get rid of unwanted short alignments can be to mask the corresponding regions and rerun the algorithm. If we decide to do so we need to be sure that these regions do not take part in desired alignments. As a common practice in sequence alignment, we rst masked the repeats by RepeatMasker (http://ftp.genome.washington.edu/ RM/RepeatMasker.html) before running our algorithm. These biologically uninteresting regions may h a ve high normalized scores. They may become part of unwanted short alignments. Therefore hiding repeats may help eliminate short alignments to be output as optimal by our algorithm. To visualize the di erence among various approaches to sequence alignment, we represented every area of similarity as a rectangle rather than as a diagonal in conventional drawings of dot-matrices. Rectangles in the gures show the segments involved in the alignments. In Figures 6 and 7 the alignment regions returned by Smith-Waterman algorithm are shown using dotted lines whereas those determined by post-processing algorithm by Zhang et al., 1999 33] are distinguished by dashed lines. Rectangles with thick lines are the ones obtained by our algorithm. We h a ve included per-cent matches (number of matches divided by the average length of the segments) for the alignments we have found. Our algorithm captures the regions found by these algorithms but provides more \granularity" in representing the most similar fragments of the aligned regions. To a c hieve e v en higher level of granularity one can either reduce the threshold T for reported alignments or vary L at di erent iterations of the algorithm. As expected, the regions not included in found normalized local alignments show little similarity: the degree of similarity \outside" the boxes in Figures 6 and 7 is usually below 35%.
CONCLUSIONS
The arrival of long genomic sequences raises new challenges in sequence comparison. In particular, the traditional tools for computing and representing alignments may not be suitable for genomic-scale sequence comparison. These challenges were recently addressed by Schwartz et al, 2000 24] who introduced the Percent Identity Plots or PIPs. PIPs are compact and convenient substitutes for dot-matrices that, in addition to revealing similar segments, re ect the percent of similarity b e t ween di erent segments of compared sequences. Our normalized local approach i s conceptually similar to this approach in an attempt to nd the regions with the highest percent of similarity.
The undesirable properties of linear scoring in sequence alignment w ere rst revealed by A l t s c hul and Erickson, 1986 3] who proposed di erent non-linear scoring functions. They also noticed that alignments with non-linear scoring functions are di cult to compute in practice. The de ciency of linear scoring functions are well-known in other application domains of dynamic programming. In particular, non-linear scoring functions lead to better practical algorithms for speech recognition and recognition of hand-written texts (Vidal et al., 1995 29] ). Some sequence comparison practitioners have b e e n u sing a few runs of the Smith-Waterman algorithm with varied gap penalties to arrive to a biologically adequate alignment. However, the choice of gap penalties in such searches remained largely heuristic. Our algorithm for normalized sequence alignment mimics this approach but provides a rigorous justi cation for choosing parameters in di erent runs of the Smith-Waterman algorithm. Although the normalized local alignment approach p r o ved to be successful in our preliminary tests, a n umber of questions remain unsolved. Most importantly, the statistics of normalized local alignment is poorly understood. The statistical questions associated with the classical local alignment are so complex (Arratia et al., 1990 6 ], Waterman and Vingron, 1994 31]) that we did not even dare to try estimating statistical signi cance of normalized local alignment. Another problem is that the rules governing the optimal choice of the parameter L are not yet well understood. 
